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Category:Audio effectsQ: Hibernate Query performance My scenario is that i have a forum where i have users and posts. So as i
want to retrieve details from the post how many users posted the same post, i have to add the forum_id in the query so as to

know that users replied to the same post. Now to get the same information i run the following 2 queries, the first query doesnt
need the forum_id as its only a join and the second one needs the forum_id as users replies are dependent on each other. Query
1 SELECT (user.name || ',') || p.post, forum_id, post.post_id, post.text, count(*) over (partition by post.post_id, forum_id) AS
replies FROM post, user WHERE user.id = :userId GROUP BY post.post_id, post.forum_id, forum_id ORDER BY count(*)

DESC Query 2 SELECT (user.name || ',') || p.post, forum_id, p.post_id, p.text, count(*) over (partition by p.post_id, forum_id)
AS replies FROM post, user WHERE user.id = :userId AND p.forum_id = :forumId GROUP BY p.post_id, p.forum_id,

forum_id ORDER BY count(*) DESC Is there any way we can do it in one query rather than running two queries? Please help
and your suggestions are appreciated. A: Now to get the same information i run the following 2 queries, the first query doesnt
need the forum_id as its only a join and the second one needs the forum_id as users replies are dependent on each other. So,
from a performance perspective, if there were two queries, the forum_id in the WHERE condition would require a database-

dependent, non-parallelized execution plan, in the second query it is not required. That's for a high-availibility system, in OLTP
systems (like what you are describing) the using an index for the forum_id is more efficient than getting it from the WHERE

clause. For a system that is highly available, I would do it this way
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